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Presanliiig a different locodt: Al the UT School ol Nursing Building, a combination of cypress siding, aluminum cladding, and corwas shades provides a shaip coaliasl lo the lesl ol the buildings in the lexos M i d Centei.

A Natural Pleasure
Seeking Ecological Balance at the University of Texas School of Nursing Building
BY

MARK

OBERHOLZER
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the view thiough ftr<r ground floor breezwuy.
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1 Allium
2 Offices
3 Lounge / kitchen
4 Study lotinqe
5 Breeieway
6 Bookstore
7 Classroom
8 Terrace
9 Oeans Office
10 Roof Garden
tl Auditorium
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Longitudinal section through the lit School of Nuising Building, showing location ol IOOI gmden and three lolenoi ohm

One ol the School ol Nursing Building's mosl suiting foatwes is its interior oltia, which allow daylight to filler deep inside

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS School of

The only way to enter the School

The first three floors of the build-

outside of the concrete frame, completely

Nursing and Student Community Center

of Nursing Building is to walk up to

ing, which house most of the communal

enclosing it and rendering the upper

is a building unlike any of its contem-

it—there is no sweeping drive or tower-

spaces, are clad in materials that have an

floors as a bronze-colored box sitting

poraries in the Texas Medical Center.

ing lobby, common characteristics of

explicitly "natural" character. At ground

atop volumes of brick and cypress. Each

It's relatively small in size and scale, its

new clinical buildings (which require

level, handmade brick from a 125-year-

nt the I.is.iid s reveals .i carelul study " I

exterior materials are obviously natu-

areas for patient drop-off and pick-up)

old San Antonio warehouse wraps around

the position of the sun during the day,

ral rather than synthetic, and it makes

in the Medical (. enter. Although aca-

the articulated circular volume of the

evidenced in the amount of glazing and

little if any accommodation to the

demic institutions abound in the Texas

auditorium and through the entry breeze-

how it is shaded.

automobile. Sandwiched between M .

Medical Center, the complex has only a

way, where it is accented with rough-

D. Anderson's new Ambulatory Clinical

few places that actually have the feel of

hewn Texas granite.

Building and Grant Fay Park, a small

a college campus. The School of Nursing

Above the brick are cypress logs

m .m adjacent park. Operable windows

park alongside traffic-choked Holcombe

Building, with its pedestrian-friendly

recovered from riverbeds and milled into

fitted with screens occur at regular inter-

Boulevard, the School of Nursing

aesthetic, connects with and continues

horizontal siding, which is punctuated by

vals along the length of the building.

Building manages to be at once both

the academic atmosphere ol some ol the

the circular concrete columns of the build-

Outside the windows, a system ol project-

modest and startlingly assertive.

older parts of the Texas Medical Center,

ing's structural frame. While each of these

ing vertical canvas shades tensioned with

even though it is physically isolated from

materials meets stistainability criteria,

stainless steel cables helps reduce early

I .ike/I'lato's trademark Tcxas-industrial-

morning glare and acts .is a textural coun-

agricultural aesthetic lends the School of

terpoint to the metal sidmg.

In addition to housing the School
of Nursing and the student center, the

those areas.

structure was charged with being a
model of ecologically balanced institu-

Materials

tional building. The idea that a school

Nursing Building a strong sense of iden-

The east side of the building offers
views into the dark shadows of the trees

The west side of the building attempts

tity very different from most buildings in

to avoid late afternoon glare and heat
gam by limiting the use of windows.

that teaches health should reside inside

While many modem buildings are

the lexis Medical Center. The addition of

something that itself encourages health

conceived ol in terms of formal opera-

a hitching post and a horse or two would

Small, deeply recessed windows provide

is a premise that led the School of

turns—extruding, folding, warping, and

not seem out of place.

occasional views from both sitting and

Above the third floor, the materials

standing heights, but most of the west-fac-

Nursing building's designers (BN1M

so on—the School of Nursing Building

with l.akc/Tlato) to engage technologies

strongly asserts its materials. The variety

take a turn towards a more industrial

ing rooms have little glazing. The plan of

that are not often found in institutional

and nature of the building's materials

aesthetic. The upper five floors are clad in

the building reflects the idea that the west

settings, especially medical buildings.

give it an appealing tactile quality.

an aluminum wall system that skims just

side is the least preferred side of the build-
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Pcifomieri metol sidmy adds deplli and shading ID tlra School ol Nuning Building's west side

ing—most of the building's mam spaces
and offices face north, south, and east.
With few windows, the west wall is comprised primarily of exuberantly perforated
aluminum cladding with a strong horizontal corrugation that runs across the central
interior stair and wraps around twin exterior fire escape stairs, creating /.ones ol
intriguing transparency at night.
With its diversity of engaging and contrasting materials, the School ol Nursing
building has the etlect nt making material
qualities—rather than form—the primary
way in which the building is experienced.

Technologies
In essence, the typical contemporary
multistory building is an architectural
wrapper over a standardized system of
structure and services that provides an
adaptable bin neutral interior, The School
of Nursing Building attempts to subvert
this convention with the employment
of a number of ecological technologies
thai strongly characterize the interior
or the structure.

The most striking features of the
interior are the three large atria that
bring natural light deep into the building. Translucent glass admits a sott,
muted light into the three interior spaces. In addition to providing natural light,
these atria allow building occupants to
have a sense of where they are within
the entire building—an antidote to the
confusion experienced by visitors to the
many mazelike, windowless corridors
found throughout the Texas Medical
< enter. Similarly, the main ~-I.UI above
the building's entry is glazed on both
outside and inside walls, creating a lightfilled alternative to the elevators.
Most typical non-residential buildings utilize a suspended ceiling on each
floor to provide a convenient space to
run mechanical and electrical systems. In
contrast, the School of Nursing Building
uses a raised floor system above each
structural floor—cabling, electrical, and
air conditioning run underneath the
floor. Because all of the building services
except lighting are beneath the floors, a
suspended ceiling isn't necessary in some

areas, and the concrete structure remains
exposed. These occasional glimpses of
the concrete structure give the building
a strung material presence, avoiding the
neutral, immaterial interiors of typical
office buildings. In some places, however, poor execution gives the building an
oddly unfinished feel—exposed insulation and miscellaneous wiring is visible,
but not to any designed effect. Rather
than an aesthetic choice, this seems to he
a misstep.
The Ecological Question

The School of Nursing Building attempts
an interesting experiment—how well can
a demanding institutional program on a
small urban site aspire to be a model of
ecological design?
The idea of building for future flexibility is an interesting case in point.
One of the risks of designing a building
that can adapt to many possible futures
is that it may mean the building is not
perfectly attuned to its current users.
Despite the constantly changing needs ol

most institutions and businesses, content
porary architectural design almost always
begins with an analysis of program leading to a specific building.
Virtually all steel or concrere frame
buildings are inherently flexible and
adaptable because interior partitions are
not load bearing. I lowever, with the use
of modular demountable partitions rather
than steel stud walls encased in gypsum
board, the School of Nursing Building
anticipates future adaptability without the
mountains of accompanying waste that
result from typical office renovations,
'This focus on how the building will
perform from an ecological standpoint
over the long term is an important intellectual idea. No longer can buildings
be thought ol with respect only to their
physical form without considering the
attendant use of long-term resources.
The question isn't what an ecological
building should look like, but what it
should look toward. •
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A smoll ouldooi wolkwoy tonnects llie two sides ol Ihe School ol Nursing Building through o biee/ewiiy. ond piovides n view ol Girnil Foy Pork

Poilions ol the School of Nursing Building's tool ore rjhnled lo indue loinwoter runoff and in koep nd|«enl areas and the rool itselt cooler

Meeting the LEED™ Standard
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The University ol Texas School of Nursing and

gams credits for providing bike racks and

Student Community Center was designed to con-

shower facilities for building users as well as

form to a standard known as LEED (Leadership

being located near public transportation. Inside

6 Uttfirnlimr

in Energy and Environmental Design). This

the building, LEED credits are earned through

I Cjlt

system of credits was developed by the United

aspects such as rainwater harvesting {tor non-

States Green Building Council as a way of rating

potable water uses), materials with recycled con-

sustainable aspects oi buildings in a standard-

tent, waterless urinals, and lighting controls.

ized way. addressing concerns in the 1990s that

LEED certification process is the "commissioning"

any useful meaning due til lack nt linnJri.nrvt

of the building, which entails verification that

The LEED NC (new construction) system
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ensures the building's systems (such as air con-

attempts to evaluate a building's design and

ditioning) are working as efficiently as predicted.

performance in a way that includes site and

This requirement has the effect of encouraging

urban issues as well as environmental and tech-

long-term sustainable practices in the operation

nological means that reduce a building's ecologi-

of buildings. Over the life of a building, the main-

cal footprint. In addition, the LEED system takes

tenance and energy costs can far outstrip the

into account how the health and sustamabihty of

initial construction costs. — Mark Oberholzer

the building's occupants is encouraged.
The School of Nursing Building is attempting to achieve a "gold" rating in the LEED NC
system. At the scale of the city, the building
Sue plan ol 1)1 School of Nuising Building

One of the most interesting aspects of the

the term "green building" had effectively lost

